
 The comments on the presentation note part are supplementary information 
on the content of remarks at the financial results briefing and settlement 
figures.

 Please note that there is no comment on the slide that omitted the explanation 
at the financial results briefing or the slide without supplementary information.
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 Sales increased 10% to 129.4 billion yen, and operating profit increased 33% 
to 20.3 billion yen.

 Sales, operating profit, and operating profit margin were all record highs for 
1Q.
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 Sales
・Financial IT Solutions

Revenues increased due to strong performance in development projects for 
insurance and banking.

・Consulting, Industrial IT Solutions
Revenues increased due to continued strong performance in in domestic DX 

projects.

 Operating profit
・In Financial IT Solutions, profitability recovered due to non-recurring large-

scale product sales for securities, in addition to the aforementioned  increased 
profitability effect. At the same time, we consider the business climate in 
finance to still be harsh, particularly for securities.

・In Industrial IT Solutions, improved project profitability contributed to 
increased profit.



 In Consulting, strong performance has continued mainly in systems 
consulting, and revenues exceeded the previous year.

 In Financial IT Solutions,
・For securities, there were development projects accompanying 
implementation projects for THE STAR in shared online services as well as 
non-recurring product sales, but the business climate remains harsh.
・For insurance, performance was strong in systems integration projects, 
mainly for non-life insurers.
・For banking, performance was strong in systems integration projects for 
online banks.
・As a result, revenues increased for all industry types in Financial IT 
Solutions.

 In Industrial IT Solutions,
・In distribution, revenues increased mainly from systems integration projects 

for Seven & i Holdings.
・Revenues decreased overall in manufacturing and services, and other 

industries, but broken down into domestic versus international, revenues 
increased domestically but decreased internationally.
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 Sales to Nomura Holdings progressed at around the same level as the 
previous year with an annual sales base of 60 billion yen. The harsh business 
climate has continued, and systems integration projects are also not readily 
appearing.

 Sales to Seven & i Holdings are brisk, including non-recurring systems 
integration projects such as those dealing with the upcoming consumption tax 
increase. As for the 7pay illegal access incident which you had asked about, 
the breaches did not arise through the systems we developed and operate, so 
we believe this has no direct impact on our performance figures.

 In our overseas business, revenues decreased by around 2 billion yen, mostly 
in Australia. The decrease in revenues was nearly equally attributable to 
exchange rate impact (yen appreciation relative to the Australian dollar) and 
to decreases on an Australian dollar basis.
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 In Consulting, operating profit decreased year-on-year due to a large number 
of high-profitability projects the previous year. Compared to two and three 
years ago our profit margin is at a high level, and performance remains 
strong.

 In Financial IT Solutions, systems integration projects for insurance and 
banking, new implementations of THE STAR in shared online services, and 
product sales incidental to those implementations contributed to increased 
profit. Additionally, efficiency improvements from resource shifts the previous 
year are progressing, and improved capacity utilization is driving increased 
profit.

 In Industrial IT Solutions, capacity utilization is improving thanks to the brisk 
business in development projects, with profitability also improving, leading to 
greater profit.

 In IT Platform Services, growth in cloud services and other areas contributed 
to greater profitability.
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 In Consulting Services, the decrease in sales was due to decreases in 
consulting business at ASG. Domestically, sales increased approximately 8%.

 Sales increased smoothly in System Development & System Application Sales, 
and in System Management & Operation Services.
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 The decrease in goodwill amortization was due to the impairment of 
Brierley+Partners goodwill at the end of the previous year.
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●Domestically
 In Consulting, order backlog at the beginning of the fiscal year was lower 

than at the same time the previous year, but since orders were strong in 1Q 
order backlog at the end of 1Q is higher than at the same a year ago, and 
continues to show strength.

 In Financial IT Solutions, order backlog in 1Q appears to remain strong, with 
a year-on-year increase for insurance among other strong figures.

 In Industrial IT Solutions, increases stopped short of the more robust figures 
in Consulting and Financial IT Solutions. This is due to rather constrained 
activity in new orders as staff were shifted to higher capacity utilization 
activities. Order backlog at the end of 1Q is at a level that is in line with our 
first half performance forecast, but more orders will need to be added as we 
move toward the second half.

●Overseas
 In Australia, order backlog is decreasing due to exchange rate impact (yen 

appreciation relative to the Australian dollar), but has actually increased 
around 4 to 5%  on an Australian dollar basis.
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 Order backlog is steadily rising relative to target for this fiscal year, and is 
progressing in line toward achieving our fiscal year performance forecast.
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 Sales and operating profit were both strong in 1Q this year.
 At the same time, this year is the first year of the new Medium-Term 

Management Plan which has just begun, and we usually do not revise fiscal 
year performance forecasts based on 1Q performance so we will also refrain 
from making such a revision at this time. We believe orders are strong now 
and in the immediate future.
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 The joint venture with Nomura Holdings is one of our initiatives in the field of 
DX 2.0. These initiatives have mainly been in industrial to this point, but 
establishing this joint venture in finance will be the first DX 2.0 initiative in 
finance.

 The joint venture with QUICK shares what both companies have developed in 
similar fields and enables more efficient development, with the additional aim 
of developing new services.
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 As of today we are still in the purchasing period so there are no additional updates. 
However, we will provide another explanation of what has transpired.

 In NRI Vision2022 we worked on improving capital efficiency and ROE as important 
management goals. At the end of May 2019 Nomura Holdings informed us of their 
intention to sell off some of their shareholdings of NRI stock. After careful 
considerations from various perspectives, we decided to acquire these shares. We 
believe this also gives us an extra level of independence in management.
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